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Overcoming Blind Spots in Your Virtualized Data Center

Introduction
Server virtualization is one of the most influential IT innovations, changing the nature of
networking while inviting impressive cost savings and efficiency gains, such as resource
sharing. In the data center, controlling costs is always a major focus. Data center managers are
under pressure to continually add and then maintain equipment, while controlling costs of new
personnel, training, and floor/rack space.

Virtualization seemed the answer to all these OPEX and CAPEX concerns. With its ability to run
multiple applications on a single server, virtualization helps alleviate the expectations that IT
groups “do more with less” by allowing them to deploy more applications and scale their existing
ones with greater efficiency. Virtualization also simplifies the data center by centralizing server
administration, eliminates hardware upgrade downtime, and reduces the need for more physical
rack space and power consumption to cool the servers. However, this relatively new technology
has brought its own fresh set of challenges and risks.

Unfortunately, introducing virtualization into the data center also introduces “blind spots.” Most
traffic isn’t as visible now as it had been in a physical environment. Bad things can happen in
virtual data center blind spots, including:
•

Security issues masked as resource utilization issues

•

Complexity of managing virtual solutions

•

Proper compliance tracking

•

Concealment of performance problems

The persistence of blind spots has sparked energetic efforts by vendors to illuminate or eliminate
them. Blind spots have inspired an equally dedicated effort on the part of network criminals to
exploit them. That’s why the development of a virtualized tap capable of penetrating the blind spot
and shuttling previously invisible traffic to the appropriate monitoring tools for analysis came as a
welcome breakthrough.

This e-book details the ongoing challenge of achieving total network visibility, and explains how
virtual taps can help ensure that blind spots are no longer hot spots for threats.
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Just How Blind Is Your
Data Center?
Virtualizing allows an organization to deploy new services without investing in
additional servers or operating systems with their accompanying management burdens
and training costs. It reduces hardware footprint, along with power and cooling costs
– in fact the total data center cost of ownership. Virtualization opens the door to costeffective growth and helps an organization meet soaring user needs. However, all this
potential also brings drawbacks and challenges. By virtualizing the server environment,
an organization adds a new layer of complexity – and tempting new terrain for
security threats.
There is great potential for harm within a blind spot. Why? Because lack of visibility
doesn’t mean lack of threat – it just means we can’t see the threats, which makes them
far more dangerous. In fact this hidden “dark matter” may contain the worst of threats,
not to mention unsuspected performance and compliance issues that instrumentation
layer tools should be screening and moving along to resolution. Essentially, loss of
visibility means loss of control: threats running riot, with managers and operators
unaware.
If you maintain a virtualized data center, you should assume that you are infested with
blind spots. The problem lies in the very concept of virtualization. In the past, data
center traffic used to flow between servers and the LAN/WAN (“north-south”) traffic.
But as virtualization has increased, most new traffic has become local to the data center
and never leaves it. This traffic pattern, known as “east-west” traffic, now makes up to
80 percent of all data center traffic. Most of this travels between VMs within the same
hypervisor, making end-to-end network visibility a major concern.
While virtualization introduced the benefit of creating new virtual machines almost at
will, it has also caused complexity. Since VMs can be spun up and down so quickly,
it can become difficult to know which VMs exist, if and where they might have been
moved (in the case of VMware vMotion), and what policies – especially security
policies – were set up for the VM’s when they were created. This rapid pace can end
up spawning “holes” that are exploitable by malware. The very simplicity of spinning
up more VM’s and applications also creates large server sprawls, which in turn offer a
larger attack surface.
There are four key visibility points demanding data access in a virtual data center:
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•

Host-to-user visibility

•

Host-to-host visibility

•

VM-to-VM visibility

•

VM mobility visibility
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Core Switch

These access points are illustrated to the right. In the
first traffic pattern, it’s easy to tap into the data stream
using a traditional (physical) tap. As the data goes to
the top of the rack, it is easily accessible as it travels
throughout the rest of the physical network.
In a virtual world, however, this model breaks down.
In virtualized environments, the data may never even
traverse a physical switch or network, remaining instead
within the same physical host and making monitoring
difficult. Traffic passes between the VM, vNIC and
vSwitch fabric and back out again, without providing a
place to monitor it.
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According to Gartner, up to 80 percent of traffic in
the data center may be east-west (server-to-server)
VMs moved to
4 separate site
communications versus north-south (client-to-server).
This “east-west challenge” to network visibility is a
Let’s conform the usage here with that used in the
major one, making the troubleshooting of application
previous page: 1) Host-to-user visibility; 2) host-to-host
performance many times more difficult and costly. IT
visibility; 3) VM-to-VM visibility; and 4) VM mobility
administrators can only see the application traffic once
visibility
it encounters the physical network – usually at a topof-rack (ToR) switch or a physical tap downstream from
that switch in the physical network, where intrusion
detection system (IDSs), analyzers, and other instrumentation layer tools reside.
Visibility is further reduced by the complexity of blade servers. This is demonstrated with the
second traffic pattern. Traffic between blade servers may never hit the physical network either.
Instead, this traffic – untapped – merely encounters a midplane, with each blade running multiple
VMs on a hypervisor, and traffic between the blades running on a dedicated backplane. This
backplane is also invisible to the physical network and its attached tools.
In addition, blade server traffic (which hosts multiple VMs on each blade) can introduce another
potential blind spot because the connectivity between blades is often a hardware backplane. This
is demonstrated in traffic pattern three. Most companies are almost certainly blind to this kind of
traffic. Why? Because they have no way to reliably get that traffic to their monitoring tools. The
traffic goes from one VM to the virtual switch to another VM. And they never see it. This leaves
them blind to 100 percent of this VM-to-VM traffic. The upshot of this complexity is that the
organization is blind to all application-to-application traffic. For example, a blade server with 10
blades running 20 VMs on each blade totals up to 200 unmonitored VMs!
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The fourth traffic pattern that can introduce blind spots is when VMs are moved
from one physical host to another. For example, when VMware vMotion is
deployed, the VMs can easily be moved from host to host or even to another
site, especially for disaster recovery purposes. When this happens, contextual
awareness of the VM configuration and traffic could be lost to other resources.
You’ll need a solution that can move with the VM, or is already in place once the
VM moves, providing the exact same visibility no matter where that VM and/or
application moves.

According to Gartner, there are few – if any – network monitoring policies
in place for virtual equipment. This helps create a massive blind spot where
security and performance issues can hide. In short, you can’t monitor what you
can’t measure.
This complex and uncertain situation makes the virtualized network a tempting
target. In fact, just one compromised layer may offer access to many others.
Needless to say, limited views of the data flow also raise the difficulty of
evaluating application performance and addressing latency.

Oracle

SQL

M4E

M4E

e-Mail

File

Print

Power multiple
Virtual Machines
on one server with
VMware

Virtualization consolidates several computing environments onto a single host server,
managed by hypervisor software that may handle multiple operating systems.
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Cyber Criminals Employ
VM-aware Malware
Threats can spread unnoticed and
unchecked among VMs due to lack of
visibility into the vast amount of traffic between machines on the same
server – where they often co-exist.
They are like self-contained “black
boxes,” which allow VM-aware
malware to unknowingly spread to
physical servers when moving VMs
or applications.
As VMs are added to the network,
most do not automatically have
security policies applied to them. In
fact, many IT organizations may be
unaware of the rogue VMs popping
up across their environment that
ultimately put their business at
increased risk.
Virtualization software can contain
vulnerabilities and require patching
just like any other application. This
means patching another layer of
software in addition to the pre-existing operating system (e.g., Microsoft).
Integrating full virtual network asset
and configuration tracking solutions
allows security administrators to
configure comprehensive security
policies and obtain vital information
comparable to that of a physical network. In order to effectively secure
VMs, visibility into how they are
connected and their communication
paths are needed, just like in a physical network between two servers.
Running a comprehensive,
deep-packet inspection outside
of the VMs preserves computing
resources for applications, without
sacrificing security. The procedure
also allows security administrators
to focus on security, while at the
same time allowing server administrators to focus on VMs.
*“Best Practices for Securing Your
Virtualized Data Center,” SC Magazine January 18, 2012

The solution to the four blind spots is to tap multiple places within the network,
including the virtual places, as the data moves from the data center to the user.
The traffic can then be directed to the existing (or new if none currently exist)
network packet brokers and monitoring tools. This allows you access to all of
the traffic in your network.

The nature of network traffic
Unsatisfactory approaches exact a high price on performance, increasing the
load on the network and resulting in delays and latency in monitoring devices
if a switch is used to regenerate data. At the root of this challenge is the
fact that virtual server hosts contain virtual network elements that allow the
VMs to communicate with both the hypervisor and the outside world, as well
as amongst themselves. There are two key elements here: a virtual switch
(vSwitch) and virtual Network Interface Cards (vNICs). Since these are all
implemented in software and exist only in active memory, new approaches are
required for monitoring and troubleshooting the traffic that flows across them.
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The Problem with Blind Spots
Up to now, we have only mentioned that blind spots are danger-filled and bad for the network. But
what are the actual risks, and do they justify the investment and effort required to rid the network
of them?

ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE
VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT

•

Security should be one of the first
considerations when rolling out virtual
infrastructure

•

Performance of virtualized servers/
desktops is critical for our business

•

Virtual environments can be adequately
protected by conventional security solutions
designed to protect physical systems

•

We struggle to manage the security
solutions that are installed in each of our
virtual environemnts

•

The security risks in virtual environments
are significantly lower than in ‘physical’
environment

AGAIN, THE SECURITY IS THE TOP CONCERN
Chart shows percentage of Respondents Agreeing with Each
Statement (% Agreeing or Strongly Agreeing)

Globally

13%

23%

14%

19%

15%
16%

Security is the most worrisome aspect of virtualization, and the blind spot is why.

Failure to properly monitor the virtual environment can result in:
•

Hidden security issues

•

Additional complexities unique to virtual solutions

•

Issues with tracking regulatory compliance

•

Undetected performance problems

Even as virtualization streamlines the
ability to rapidly deploy new servers, it
opens the way for invasion.
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A HACKER’S
DREAM:

a single
infected server
spreads the
virus to the
entire network

For many organizations, it takes a full-blown network crisis to bring home the importance of
visibility. Until they are under attack, security teams may not even realize that they cannot see
VM-to-VM traffic within the same physical host.
Without visibility they can’t discover and investigate threats, nor can they take corrective
action – let alone work proactively to prevent future attacks. Because virtualization is a mature
technology and yields dramatic ROI, implementations often advance without sufficient attention
to potential blind spots. This despite the fact that a virtualized environment, with hardware
running as close to full capacity as possible, actually demands closer monitoring than the
physical infrastructure.
Although it seems counter-intuitive, VMs have lower security requirements despite a higher
chance of falling under attack. In traditional physical networks, critical servers are often located
in their own dedicated VLANs, isolated from guest networks and the WAN. However, with the
boundary between VMs less clear cut than in the physical servers, invaders can get at critical
network resources through neglected areas.
The lack of defined boundaries among VMs sets up a situation in which a single malicious piece
of software or resource within the virtualized environment can infect the entire system. It’s as
if the virtualized network is actually serving the attacker! With traditional security systems blind
to activity between virtual systems, they cannot detect the spread of the virus among VMs in a
single physical server and possibly beyond, if the VM is linked to other applications on different
servers.
As virtualized networks proliferate, the pressure on IT security is continually rising. Access
control and identification, vital to security, can even be left unsecured in virtual solutions.
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Unchecked complexity eats away at
efficiency benefits
The very ease of virtual machine creation and cloning engenders sprawl, muddling control
and tracking. Additional issues, such as unmanaged VMs running obsolete security policies or
software further degrade control. VMs can be spun up so quickly that standardized policies and
processes can be deferred and the VMs not properly recorded or annotated. They may even be
completely forgotten, especially as IT personnel move positions or leave companies.
All VMs must be maintained, including carefully controlling of accounts and credentials for
administrative access to the hypervisor, and even restricting administrative access by specific
VM function, virtual network, hypervisor, hardware, application, and data store. According to
risk levels, implement role-based access controls (RBAC) and two-factor authentication, or even
divide control of administrative passwords among multiple administrators. Take both local and
remote access into account in controlling the hypervisor and management system. Administrative
privileges also need to be appropriately separated. For example, a single-user administrator
should not be granted privileged access to firewalls and the monitoring servers for those
firewalls, which could open the way for undetected tampering and data loss.

Compliance challenges and complexities
create policy documentation problems
Another troubling aspect of the blind spot is in the area of regulatory compliance. A virtualized
environment yields access audit trails, which allow documentation of regulatory compliance. That
process cannot happen in a blind spot.
When it comes to compliance, a lack of access to relevant data makes it exceedingly difficult to
audit for various compliance regulations (FISMA, HIPAA, PCI, SOX etc.). It is even possible to be
fully compliant on the physical side of the network and out of compliance on the virtual side!
It’s imperative to log and maintain a valid audit trail of all activities in the virtual environment.
Best practices call for treating the VMs just like physical hardware that provides SNMP traps
or notifications when they detect an error or other unanticipated circumstances. However, as
mentioned before, blind spots make this level of compliance documentation difficult. That’s why
the blind spot is not only the enemy of security but of compliance as well, and the financial
consequences of inability to document compliance can be severe.
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Improving VM and vSwitch performance
Without proper access to virtualized data streams, it can be hard to understand VM and vSwitch
performance. Make sure the OS running on the virtual machine has proper patches and settings
for the workload. Also, without limitations, several VMs may use the lion’s share of available
bandwidth, which hurts the performance of other VMs, so make sure that all VMs get their share
of available bandwidth. Some VMs need so much bandwidth that they may be better off on their
own dedicated server!
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Virtual Taps Remove the Fog of
Blind Spots
The most effective way to neutralize the danger of blind spots is to architect visibility right into
the network. As companies invest in virtualizing their operations, it’s necessary that they extend
their current monitoring and visibility solutions for increased manageability and ROI.
A best practice in this area is to architect a visibility solution. The starting point is to step back
and take a holistic approach: what do you already have in your physical infrastructure, where are
you now, what equipment types and quantities do you plan to implement in the foreseeable future,
and how can you build flexibility into your visibility network? Answering these questions up front
eliminates problems and “emotional heartburn” down the road.
If you are already monitoring your physical network, monitoring your virtual network will be an
easy transition, as you’ll already have equipment and practices in place as to what data you want
to monitor and the equipment needed. The most efficient scenario will probably be to replicate
the physical processes in the virtual environment. One caveat is that you don’t want to duplicate
your monitoring tool investment just because you want to monitor the virtual environment.
You may need to add some additional tools, but you shouldn’t have to spend double the money,
unless you just have an extremely large number of virtual servers. You can extend and bridge the
gap to visibility for security and performance monitoring needs into existing tools. If you don’t
have an existing monitoring practice for your physical network, you’ll want to consider creating
an overarching strategy and architecture. The following diagram illustrates four typical areas to
focus on:
•

Network access to the data

•

Manipulation of the data (filtering, de-duplication, load balancing, aggregation, etc.)

•

Application intelligence needs

•

Management of your monitoring equipment

A Visibility Architecture offers a comprehensive, integrated architecture comprising network
access solutions, network packet brokers, application and session visibility solutions, and an
integrated management platform. This suite of solutions offers enterprises and service providers
alike a single integrated resource to address their visibility needs.
The next step is to look at access to your virtual network. A virtual tap is one of the best ways to
access the virtual traffic. It provides access to inter and intra-VM data. Furthermore, it eliminates
the need for expensive new virtual probes by pushing virtual traffic to the existing physical tools,
like a network packet broker (NPB), that are already installed within the network.
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Because it bridges virtual traffic to physical monitoring tools, a virtual tap gives the IT team
access to data to find security breaches and resolve problems before they can attack and degrade
the data center. In addition to enhancing network visibility for virtual environments, it also allows
you to leverage your physical monitoring tools and apply a consistent set of processes and
procedures across your physical and virtualized networks.
The virtual tap offers unobtrusive network monitoring for the virtualized portions of data centers
and cloud computing networks. As companies increasingly virtualize, network monitoring for
these areas helps them to scale and manage more effectively, while securing their businesscritical virtual traffic.
Another available option is to use re-packaged packet inspection technologies. These either act
as a virtual tap by connecting to the vSwitch in promiscuous mode and exporting a copy of packet
streams of interest out the server’s physical NIC, or as a software probe sitting in a VM and
(again) connecting to the vSwitch in promiscuous mode. However, these solutions create their
own issues by forcing the vSwitch to operate in promiscuous mode, incurring a performance
hit, losing essential troubleshooting data, and not efficiently multi-purposing packet streams for
multiple management analyses.
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This approach is fraught with security risks and
potential degradation of functionality, as detailed above.
Using promiscuous mode might also cause delays in
transmitting data due to the overhead and summarizing
processes. Normally, the best course of action is to use a
dedicated tap that can provide some level of QoS. Current
physical monitoring tools do not extend easily into the
new environments. Investing in costly new virtualspecific tools – and in the related processes and training
they require – can forfeit some of the economic benefits
and cost-savings a company gains by virtualizing.
The second stage of a visibility architecture is to add a
NPB to properly groom the traffic from the virtual tap.
This could, and should, be the same NPB used for the
physical network monitoring data. An architecture allows
you to apply consistent monitoring policies across your
network and groom the traffic in the same way so that it
can be coherently distributed to your network monitoring
tools.
The third stage of a visibility architecture is to assess
the degree of application intelligence you need. Do
you have any verticalized needs like financial markets,
wireless (LTE) mobile users, or government-specific
regulations? These needs should be planned into your
visibility network at the initial stages. That way, you
maximize both your ability to visualize what’s happening
in your network segments and the efficiency of these
components.
The final stage is to carefully consider element and
network management needs. You will need an easy-tomanage system that uses intuitive technology (like dragand-drop capability for filtering and component setup). In
addition, determine how you plan to connect and manage
your visibility components long term. For instance, do
you use a web API because you plan to manage the
components through an NMS? This consideration is key,
as a visibility network that is labor intensive to manage
will absolutely eat up any ROI and efficiency savings that
you are hoping for.
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The Big Picture –
C4 How It All Works Together
As mentioned in Chapter 3, a virtual tap is the ideal solution for virtualized data centers because
it provides proper access to the virtualized data streams. The virtual tap aggregates traffic from
multiple VMs and performs smart filtering while delivering the high capacity needed to match
port density and traffic volumes. Virtual tapping provides visibility of overall virtual traffic and
integrates easily and smoothly. This approach offers no interference with system resources and
requiring no modification in the VM, such as installation of services or agents.
As this figure illustrates, a good virtual solution enables kernel-level monitoring in the heart of
the hypervisor switching system and allows for monitoring and access control in distributed
virtual environments, as well as supporting “bare-metal” installations – whatever the virtual
switch vendor.

Hypervisor
VM2

Phantom vTap

vSwitch

VM3

VM4
Blade Backbone

VM1

Hypervisor
VM5

VM6

Phantom vTap

vSwitch

LAN

In virtual tapping, the software sits between virtual switch and virtual servers. With layer 2 to layer 4 filtering
capabilities, it captures inter-VM traffic such as MAC or IP addresses, source, and destinations to send to
physical monitoring tools.
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A key point is to ensure that the virtual tap software is situated low on the hypervisor stack, at
the kernel level, as shown in the illustration. That way, all packets are visible prior to any failures,
errors, or other causes of packet loss. Not one packet is dropped or altered by the system.
The virtual tap enables routing of data from remote data centers to central monitoring facilities.
It aggregates traffic from multiple VMs and performs smart filtering. It also mirrors all traffic of
interest within a virtual switch and exports raw network data within a virtual host to monitoring
tools or the Intrusion Detection System (IDS). This enables analytics needed for compliance and
reporting, management, and problem resolution.
By providing complete visibility into all data flowing on the network, the virtual tap dramatically
improves control of the virtual environment and application performance. The tap can also follow
VMs as they move (vMotion) among physical servers and eliminate any need for promiscuous
probes or counterintuitive shaping and routing.
All traffic within and across VMs can be accessed with this type of virtual tap solution. The tap
can be integrated within your visibility architecture as demonstrated in the next diagram.

Security Tools

Monitoring tools
provide the analysis

Performance Tools

NPB provides
filtering, load balance
aggregation, and
duplication

Appl. Mon.
and Compliance tools

Network
Packet
Broker
Hypervisor

Virtual Tap
provides the
access

VNF1

VNF2

VNF3

LAN/WAN

Phantom vTap

vSwitch

Physical Tap Solution
Virtual Tap Solution

The layers of a virtualized network, bottom to top: The Access layer consists of virtual and physical taps; the
Control layer incorporates a Network Packet Broker, such as a switch, which acts to shuttle traffic of interest
to the appropriate tool in the Instrumentation or Application/Monitoring layer.
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As part of a Visibility Architecture, the virtual tap can bridge virtual traffic to physical monitoring
tools, enabling the IT team to locate security anomalies, resolve network problems faster, track
regulatory compliance, and deliver performance monitoring data to the proper tools before there
is any adverse effect on the network and/or data center.
In the government sector, for example, the IT team is responsible for documenting compliance
with such regulations as HIPAA, PCI, and SOX. A virtual tap can streamline accurate monitoring
for audits and reduce mean time to resolution (MTTR) by quickly identifying issues and optimizing
physical monitoring tools. It wouldn’t need SPAN ports turned on and needn’t be run on
promiscuous mode, thus maintaining the full capacity and performance of the virtual switch.
Another major advantage of virtual tapping is that it allows for virtualizing of network areas
that were not previously transparent. It basically completes the benefit circle of virtualization,
adding security and visibility, the lack of which had prevented virtualization from delivering on its
promise.
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Conclusion
The promises and challenges of visibility in the virtualized environment are going to continue to
be the focus of IT professionals and vendors for some time to come. Even now, as virtualization
matures, the blind spot and the threats it nurtures continue to plague organizations already beset
by malicious attacks. With the advent of virtual tapping, however, the most pervasive roadblocks
– lack of visibility and the blind spot – to gaining virtualization’s true benefits will give way to
improved monitoring and sophisticated new technology.
To audit accurately and simplify compliance, virtual taps allow for nonintrusive monitoring of
all traffic passing between VMs on hypervisor stacks. The virtual tap aggregates traffic from
multiple VMs and performs smart filtering. It mirrors all traffic within a virtual switch and exports
raw network data within a virtual host to monitoring tools or IDSs. This enables performance of
needed analytics for compliance and reporting, management, and problem resolution. By enabling
complete visibility into all data flowing on the network, virtual tapping enables immeasurably
better control of the virtual environment and application performance.
When it comes to achieving visibility into traffic flowing between VMs on hypervisor stacks,
virtual taps are key – enabling IT managers to implement a secure virtual visibility architecture
that delivers value and scales to their needs
The Ixia Phantom vTap™, purpose-built for hypervisors and cloud environments, offers a true
leap forward. Non-intrusive and non-disruptive. It requires no virtual appliances, promiscuous
probes, network manipulation, or counter-intuitive traffic-shaping and routing. It doesn’t require
modifying of the existing environment before implementation, and memory and resource demand
on the hypervisor are minimal. Requiring no changes and creating no single point of failure, the
Phantom vTap supports all best-of-breed hypervisors. The virtual tapping it carries out allows
running VMs to migrate from one physical server to another without impact on end user security.

Ixia Worldwide Headquarters
26601 Agoura Rd.
Calabasas, CA 91302
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(Toll Free North America)
+1.877.367.4942
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+1.818.871.1800
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